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Ray Johnson.
Original Mail Art Envelope with three Xerox sheets.

Locust Valley: Ray Johnson, 1972. 
Envelope with three sheets. 
4 3/16” x 6 14/16” / 8.5” x 11”.

Very Good. 
Envelope with tear on right side. 
Postal markings, soiling, minor creasing and edge wear to envelope. 

Printed company envelope address crossed out by hand.
Ray Johnson’s address rubber-stamped. 
Sheets, folded twice, with toning. 

Mailed to fellow mail (and Fluxus) artist Ken Friedman.

1.
Jackson Pollack.
Xerox sheet of a collage. 

Pollack’s figure, a frog, and “Collage by Ray Johnson” rubber stamp 
are superimposed upon Hilton Kramer’s New York Times review 
of B.H. Friedman’s biography. 

2.
Xerox untitled sheet with text + bunny heads of Jill Johnston / Andrew Wylie. 

“We’re all here, what’s the phone ringing for.”

3.
Walt Disney Girl Meeting. John Evans 40th Birthday. Tiger Morse.
Xerox sheet.

A gossipy update on an evening in the city. 
 
$600.





Ray Johnson & Lovell.
Cut out Envelope
addressed to Ray Johnson
with “Collage by Ray Johnson” rubber-stamp,
“Lovell’s spit” with arrow handwritten in marker by Ray Johnson
and Fluxpost stamp by Robert Watts.

Ray Johnson / Lovell, 1972.
Cut out Envelope. 
3 10/16” x 9”.

Very good. 
minor toning and edgewear. 

Cut out of an envelope hand-addressed to Ray Johnson 
with Lovell’s return address on verso.
Handwritten by Ray Johnson 
“Uncanclled” and “Lovell’s Spit” with an arrow point to three stamps.
 
Multiple rubber-stamps including “Collage by Ray Johnson”,
©1972 Dada Processing, an image of the planet Saturn, etc. 

A Fluxpost stamp bearing an image of a nail by Robert Watts
from his work Fluxpost/17-17, produced in 1964,
which was often included, in whole or in part,
in the 1966/67 George Maciunas flux-kit multiple, Flux Post Kit 7.

$500.









New York Corres - Sponge Dance School of Vancouver.
Original Mail Art Envelope
with Two New York Corraspondence School Spit for Dadaland Xerox sheets
+ Marcel Duchamp Fan Club Cultural Ecology Project sheet.

Vancouver: New York Corres - Sponge Dance School of Vancouver, 1972. 
Envelope with three sheets. 
4 3/16” x 9 6/16” .

Very Good. 
Envelope with tear on right side, through part of hand-written address. 
Postal markings, toning, minor creasing and edge wear to envelope. 
New York Corres - Sponge Dance School of Vancouver 
and “Don’t Drink Water” rubber stamps. 
Sheets have toning and minor edgewear. 

Mailed to fellow mail (and Fluxus) artist Ken Friedman.

1.
May 20, 1972 New York Corraspondence School Spit for Dadaland 
sheet with 43 lines of text.

“28. Image Bankilly Linda Rosenkrantz. Strange Dream. Monte Cazzaza. Cavour. Monte, 
I suggest you sock it to Tootsy Noddles at Noodles at Ballon. We played your fetish tape 
Richard L. & I listened to it. No comment.”.

2.
May 26, 1972 New York Corraspondence School Spit for Dadaland 
sheet with 18 lines of text and 24 Ray Johnson bunny head drawings 
labeled Ruth Sansegundo, Monte Cazazza, Alan Lindenfeld,Edwin Golikoff, Fletcher Copp, 
A.A. Bronson, Davi Det Hompson, Robert Colaciello, Dick Higgins, John Evans, Russell 
Edson, Reuben Ter-Artutunian, Ted Carey, Agnes Denes, Atirnomis, Bill Wilson, Nancy Dick-
inson, Charles Fodor, Richard Bernstein, Michael Mahoney, Stuart Horn, Diane Vanderlip, 
Richard C, and David Herbert.

3.
Marcel Duchamp Fan Club, Cultural Ecology Project sheet.
“Please send piss pics to Barbara Rrose c/o Image Bank”.
 
New York Corres - Sponge Dance School of Vancouver
was a mail art project founded in 1970 by Canadian artist Glenn Lewis. 

$450.





Granada Gazelle & Rain-Rein.
Double-sided Letter discussing A.A. Bronson 
& Ray Johnson. 

Toronto: Granada Gazelle & Rain-Rein, 
mid-seventies (?).
Single sheet. 
8.5” x 11”.

Very Good. 
Three horizontal folds 
and multiple uncreased vertical folds. 
Minor corner wear. 

Sheet consists of a type-written letter to  
Rain-Rein from Granada Gazelle 
(General Idea associate) telling of 
A.A. Bronson being furtively handed
an envelope by Ray Johnson containing info (?) 
or perhaps collages
and subsequently losing them, along with a 
hand-stamped General Idea address stamp 
as well as her own rubber stamp “signature” + 
a hand drawn triangle bearing Ray Johnson’s 
Pink House address though under the name 
“Region Zone” instead of “Ray Johnson” 
or “The Pink House”. 
Underneath this triangle is written in pencil 
“snip an-attaché”.

On the verso is a handwritten note from 
Rain-Rein with an aside upside-down on the 
bottom left: “ try not to noice the other sighed...”

$375.







Ulises  Carrión.
Arguments. 

Cullompton: Beau Geste Press, 1973.
Softcover. 
87 pages. 
Edition of 400,
200 on Strathmore Grandee Paper 
and 200 on Huntsman white cartridge. 
This copy is one of the latter, on white paper.

Very good. 

A slim perfect-bound volume in original red covers. 
Chapter numbers handwritten,
with three crossed out and written again correctly. 
Covers and spine show some minor wear. 
Back pages at top left corner
have some light creasing. 

Overall, a nice copy of this
extraordinarily rare artist’s book
from relatively early in Carrión’s career.

$1,250.



“The book Arguments was made with the help of Beau Geste Press. The 
founders of BGP were Mexican artists Felipe Ehrenberg and Martha Hel-
lion. They ran a printing community of artists’ publications with their chil-
dren and like-minded people in the countryside of Devon. Ulises, Felipe 
and Marta knew each other from a circle of pioneering artists, writers and 
actors – regular visitors of a cultural center in Mexico City in which Ulises 
steered the library for some time. While studying in England for his Mas-
ter’s degree, Carrión contacted the Mexicans after he saw some of their 
publications. The proposal for Arguments, however, was conceived in Am-
sterdam. Ehrenberg responded by saying that Ulises had to come over 
and create the book in collaboration with them. Money was scarce at first, 
but Felipe’s idea of a luxury edition on coloured paper, meant to be a flirta-
tion with collectors, was thought to solve the financial issues. It soon ap-
peared in an edition of 400 (200 in colour and 200 in white) – a great book 
among Carrión’s impressive list of books, released in 1973. 

Arguments looks like a mix of concrete poetry and a theatre play, mini-
mised to only include the names of the actors. But it can also be viewed as 
the result of Carrión’s thesis – a brilliant analysis of the structure of Shake-
speare’s historic play. The funny thing is that he turned the notes – an ac-
ademic obligation for a thesis – into a disagreement with Dr. Uphaus, who 
makes remarks that any teacher looking for inconsistences would make. 
Carrión’s counter-arguments always win. 

Among the playful, nonsensical lists of mostly English first names, the 
name Aart appears at the end. Then, unexpectedly, Ulises addresses his 
readers personally, saying: “My name is Ulises, what ‘s yours?””









Geza Perneczky.
Linear Pictures and Large Pieces.

Cologne: Geza Perneczky, 1985.
Staple-bound softcover.
22 pages. 
Edition of 200. 

Near fine, but for minor corner wear to covers. 

Handpainted covers with Soft Geometry stamp on front.
Contains 5 original handpainted sheets all signed and dated by the artist, 
plus 15 black & white sheets with images and text,
some with additional Soft Geometry stamps and 2 pinks sheets
in front and rear of the artists’ book. 

As stated on the first page:
‘This book has been made with attributed original paintings in the size of Din 
A3 (29.5 x 42 cm) in 200 copies. This copy is number 95’.

The book presents a text by Perneczky on ‘Soft Geometry’, a term he uses 
as a trademark for his work. The images depict Soft Geometry installations 
including ‘Cézanne plays a piano’, ‘Malevich plays a piano’ and ‘Secret Life 
of the Cologne cathedral’.

Scarce especially in this condition. 

$750.





Geza Perneczky.
The Story of the Colourful Ribbons: Theory and Practice.

Cologne: Geza Perneczky, 1987.
Staple-bound softcover.
30 pages. 

Near fine, but for minor corner wear to covers. 

Tan stiff staple-bound paper covers with white, yellow and red ribbons incor-
porated into the bindings.Perneczky’s signature and personal blind stamp
“By Geza Perneczky with one’s own hand” is on the first page while the rub-
ber stamped address of Perneczky is on the back cover. A color photograph 
of the 19th volume of the The Story of the Colourful Ribbons is pasted on to 
the last page. 

“The Story of the Colourful Ribbons is a series of books
designed not the same as Gutenberg”.  

The publication documents the bookmaking project
‘The Story of the Colourful Ribbons’ which consisted
of a series of 24 conceptual book objects made from wood,
cardboard and ribbons, created from 1987 to 1994.
Instead of text various ribbons are threaded through the book
in different rhytmic patterns and structures, thus spinning a kind of story.

$500.









Geza Perneczky.
Breakage. 

Cologne: Geza Perneczky, 1982.
Unbound in heavy brown paper folder.
9 sheets. 
Edition of 200.

Near fine. 
Cardboard portfolio has slight corner wear,  
sheets are fine, while the introductory sheet
has slight corner wear. 

Scarce artist’s book, 9 sheets held in a heavy brown paper folder, 
each hand-signed in pencil with rubber-stamped art
except for the introductory sheet. 

“This is the age of breakage, this is the flow of texts. The acquired art is of 
no more use. WE can only use the words we were born with, words which 
cannot be heard nor spoken. Let us break out stamps!”

$500.









Geza Perneczky.
Isolated. 

Cologne: Geza Perneczky, 1982.
Unbound in heavy brown paper folder.
9 sheets. 
Edition of 200.

Near fine. 
Cardboard portfolio has slight corner wear, 
sheets are fine.

Scarce artist’s book, 9 sheets held in a heavy brown paper folder, 
each hand-signed in pencil with rubber-stamped art
except for the introductory sheet. 

$500.





Geza Perneczky. 
Continental Synchronize:
In Honour of John Cage.

Cologne: Geza Perneczky, 1981.
Poster. 

Very good. 
Minor edge wear and creasing. 
A broken pattern of light reddish vertical lines,
darker on right hand side, overall unobtrusive. 

“Continental Synchronize” consists of map of the Mediterranean Region
superimposed onto a map of the United States,
with the caption “In honor of John Cage,
realised by Géza Perneczky, 1981”.
 
$350.





Ulises Carrión.
The Stampa Newspaper (Unfinished).

Amsterdam: Other Books and So Archives / Stempelplaats, 1980.
First edition.
Tabloid newspaper. Two unbound sheets.
13 x 19.7” folded, 26 x 19.7” unfolded.
8 pages without pagination.
Five pages are hand stamped
with rubber stamps in various designs and colors. 

Very good. 
A sharp example. 
Vertical folds as issued. 
Light handling creases.
Minor foxing along edges
and general toning as happens with newsprint. 

Intended to be hand stamped throughout with original artists’ stamps by 
various artists, this project was never fully realized. Five of the eight pages 
are stamped with contributions by Guy Bleus, C. Goulart, Kristine Stiles, 
Imagezine, dziekanka, Klaus Groh, Pier van Dijk, Aaron Flores, and Ulises 
Carrión among several others. Approximately 90 stamps in total.

$600.





Double #5.

Rea Nikanova (Editor).

Eysk, Russia: 1993.

Edition of 50.

Very good. 

Some minor creasing and bumping to extremities. 

Features Guillermo Deisler, Robin Crozier, John M. Bennett, Mark Pawson, 
Serge Segay, etc. 

Double was made in an edition of 50,

collated from sheets sent in by the featured artists. Rea Nikanova specified 
the page size as well as cut-outs and then assembled the magazine.

Hand-applied stamps, collage elements, hand-writing as well as Xerox.

It was published in 6 issues between 1991-1993.

$500.





Günther Ruch (Editor).
Clinch #1-5. 

Genève: Günther Ruch, 1983-1984.
Staple-bound softcover.
Each issue printed by photocopier with original stickers, 
some with die-cut interventions and staples. 
Edition of 200 copies.

Near fine, 
but for slight edge wear
and faint evidence of soiling

A quite clean set of the first five issues
of this important mail art assembling magazine. 

Featuring original stamps by Ulises Carrión, Steve Durland, H.R. Fricker,
Ryosuke Cohen, Steve Random, Carlo Pittore, Lon Spiegelman,
Gaza Perneczky, Robin Crozier, Anna Banana, Giovanni Fontana,
Nenad Bogdanovic, Guillermo Deisler, Clemente Padin, Klaus Groh,
Miroljub Todorovic, Galantai, Guy Bleus, Mark Pawson,
Robert Rehfeldt, etc

and printed contributions from some of the same as well as 
Dick Higgins, Ray Johnson,  Pawel Petasz, 
Edgardo Antonio Vigo, Gracelia Guterriez Marx, 
Richard Kostelanetz, Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt, Rod Summers,
Maurizio Nannucci, Ginny Lloyd, etc.
 
$500.





Transit Translation Transformation, Volume 3.

Beuningen: Stichting Brummense uitgeverij van luxe werkjes, 1975.
Hardcover.
244 pages.
Edition of 210, 150 numbered for sale and 60 unnumbered.
Handnumbered in pencil ‘this is number 59’.

Very good. 
Small puncture mark front bottom left in half linen cover. 
Minor edge wear and slight toning. 
Quite presentable copy of this scarce assembling. 

Transit 3 contains contributions by Woody van Amen, Anna Banana, Pierre 
Borgue, Habakuk (H.H. ter Balkt), Pé Hawinkels, Bill Gaglione, Wim Gijzen, 
Roy Grayson, Klaas Gubbels, Richard Long, Urias Nooteboom, Alan Sond-
heim, Herman de Vries, Hervé Fischer, Ankie Peypers, Claudio Costa, Rich-
ard Long, Valie Export, Karin Beks, Pięter Engels, Maarten Beks, Annette 
Messager, Jean Francois Bory, Michael Gibbs, Opal L. Nations, Marina 
Abramovic, Tony Morgan, Christian Boltanski, Ulay, Arnulf Rainer, Larry Bell, 
John Baldessari and many others.

Original art is also present such as a woodcut by Ad Gerritsen
and a color photograph by Luigi Ontani,
a color screenprint signed by Maarten Beks & Peter Van Der Feltz, etc.

$400.





Patricia Tavenner.
Four Years and More.

Oakland: The Eternal Press, 1979. 
Velo-bound softcover.
60 pages, 
pagination only counts rectos,
verso is blank. 
36 photographic reproductions, 1 in color. 

Very good. 
Minor wear and soiling at edges. 
A handsome copy of this scarce book. 

Signed and inscribed to Diane. 

Four Years and More functions as an introduction to Tavenner’s art.
It contains personal and artistic history as well as notes on her collages, 
montages, Art Newspaper, mail art projects including correspondence, Xe-
roxes, postcards, rubber stamp art, etc. Some examples of other mail artists 
responses to her project requests are also included. By the likes of Pauline 
Smith, Blaster Al Ackerman, Stu Horn, Anna Banana, etc. 

“This book is dedicated to all the people who have asked
‘What do you do? I don’t understand it.’”

$350.









Richard C. 
Poem by Richard C.

Thomasville: Self Published, 1973 (?).
Envelope with collage. 
 4 3/16” x 9 1/16”.

Very good. 
Envelope with one torn side
and neat masking tape on the other.
Light soiling and edge wear. 
Postal markings, a stamp and hand-written addresses. 

Original Mail Art Envelope and collage
made by Richard C
and mailed to fellow mail (and Fluxus) artist Ken Friedman. 

Envelope has “Poem by Richard C” rubber-stamped
on verso above a pasted picture of Mick and Bianca Jagger with
pasted text about Mr. & Mrs. Lennon. 

Enclosed is a twice-folded piece of paper
with a picture of Yoko Ono
and John Lennon on one side. 
“Poem by Richard C” is rubber-stamped between them and 
towards bottom is a pasted caption 
“Rolling Stone Mick Jagger and wife, Bianca.”

A joke about the interchangeability of then contemporary rock stars? 

$250.





Richard C. 
Poem by Richard C.

Thomasville: Self Published, 1972 (?).
Postcard.
 4 1/4” x 5 1/2”.

Very good. 
Postal markings. 
Small pen check mark under return address.
Toning and minor soiling. 

Original Mail Art postcard made by Richard C
and mailed to fellow mail artist E.M. Plunkett. 

Poem as well as addresses typewritten in different inks.
“Poem by Richard C” rubber-stamped. 
 
$200.





Bill Gaglione. 
Bill Gaglione 1940-2040.

San Francisco: Bill Gaglione, 1982.
Postcard. 

Very good. 
Pin hole at top middle and minor corner wear / creasing. 

Sharp copy of rare mail art postcard 
hand-addressed to Lynn Charles Foster by Bill Gaglione. 

Front is hand-color xeroxed with typical 80s raised feel 
a la Tod’s Copy Shop. 

Back shows two of Gaglione’s hand-made hand-stamped rubber stamps
as well as hand-written note and address with typical postage markings. 

$250.





Bill Gaglione (Editor). 
Stampzine: Self Portraits.

San Francisco: Stamp Art Editions, 1995. 
Plastic comb binding 
with hand-stamped additions, stickers,
human hair, original photographs etc.  
Unpaginated. 
8.5” x 11”.
Edition of 50. 
 
Very good, 
minor corner wear and soiling. 

Featuring Picasso Gaglione, Mike Dyar,
Clemente Padin, John Held Jr., Antonio Gomez, Graffiti Grafix, 
Patricia Collins, Diana Mars, Larry Angelo, Art Noose/ Karen Switzer, 
Arte Ala Carte, Jon Baliff, Benedict, Bruno Bolisarte, Theo Breuer, 
M.B. Corbett, Carrie Crawford, Adda Dada, Babba Dada, 
David Dellafiora, Roselyne Devichi, M. Greentree, Scott Helmes, 
Tapio Holopainen, Jalil, David Peniston/ Scorpivs, Ramcell 
& State of Being. 

Many pieces signed. 

“Self Portraits. This issue was published by P. Caso Gaglione.
A one day exhibition was held at Stamp Art Gallery in San Francisco o
n 3 June (crossed out) April 1995. Stamp Art Editions” 
 
$350.





Bill Gaglione / Fake Picabia Bros (Editor). 
Artiststampzine #2.

San Francisco: Stamp Art Editions, 2000. 
Loose sheets in folder / taped binding. 
12 pages + 11 full sheets of perforated artists’ stamps. 
9.5” x 11”.
Edition of 30. 
 
Very good, 
minor creasing and edgewear as well as slight soiling to folder. 

Featuring Carlo, Dadaland (Bill Gaglione), Darling Darlene, Picassso Gagli-
one, Charles Gatwood, P.K. Harris, John Held, Jr., Ms. Lorana, Peter Fisher 
(Pedro), John Rinining, and Jokie X. Wilson.

$250.





Bill Gaglione / Fake Picabia Bros (Editor). 
Artiststampzine #1.

San Francisco: Stamp Art Editions, 2000. 
Loose sheets in folder. 
11 pages,
4 printed and 7 full sheets of perforated artists’ stamps. 
9.5” x 11”.
Edition of 30. 
 
Very good, 
minor edge wear to folder. 

Featuring Charles Chickadel, Dadaland (Bill Gaglione), 
Darling Darlene, John Held, Jr., Indian Ralph, 
Tim Mancusi, and Seth Mason. 

$250.





Guillermo Deisler.
Untitled “Original” Postcard.

Halle (Salle): Self published, No date. 
Postcard. Offset printed. 4 2/16” x 5 3/4”.

Near fine with faint corner wear. 
Back handstamped twice in purple ink: “Original”
and “Guillermo Deisler Thälmannplatz 12 Halle (Salle) DDR - 4020”.

Sharp copy of rare mail art postcard directly acquired
from a mail art participant and publisher
who received this in the mail from Deisler 
sometime mid 1980s to mid 1990s. 
 
$250.





Guillermo Deisler.
Untitled “Original Poetry” Postcard.

Halle (Salle): Self published, No date. 
Postcard. Photo reproduction. 4 5/16” x 6. 

Very good. Light corner bumping and accompanying creasing.
Two small unobtrusive closed tears. 
Back handstamped twice in purple ink: “Original Poetry”
and “Guillermo Deisler Thälmannplatz 12 Halle (Salle) DDR - 4020”.

Very presentable copy of rare mail art postcard 
directly acquired from a mail art participant
and publisher who received this in the mail
from Deisler sometime mid 1980s to mid 1990s. 

$250.





Edgardo Antonio Vigo.
Arte Platense Panorama ‘72.
La Plata, Argentina: Self published, 1972. 

Announcement for an exhibition curated by Vigo 
on November 1972 at La Cueva La Plata, Argentina.

Among the participating artists: Hugo De Marziani, Lido Iacopetti, Miguel
Angel Alzugaray, Hebe Redoano, Ema Gans y Cesar López Osornio, Luis
Pazos, Carlos Ginzburg and Graciela Gutiérrez Marx who collaborated 
closely with Vigo. 

Very good, overall presentable, though there are small tears 
and creases at the die cuts.

$125.00





Geza Perneczky. 
Secret. 

Cologne: Stamp International, 1980.
Post cards in envelope. 

Near fine, 
but for slight edge wear to envelope. 
Verso of some postcards show some white ink.
8 postcards in brown envelope
rubber-stamped “Stamp International’’ on verso.

The beige cards are rubber stamped in white ink
with the word “Secret”, each in a different language.
Recto contains an image of all eight stamps printed in black.

$150.00





Geza  Perneczky.
Mail Art Action Marx-Test.

1983.
Staple-bound softcover. 
16 pages. 
Front free endpaper blind stamped
“By Geza Perneczky with one’s own hand”.

Near fine, 
but for slight edgewear. 

16 page report on mail art show organized 
by Perneczky in 1983 with list of artists 
and their addresses. 

$125.00



Payment may be made by credit card, paypal, check, wire transfer or other 
means by prior arrangement. Institutions may be billed accordingly. 
Shipping is additional and will be billed at cost. 
Returns are accepted for any reason within a week of receipt. Please pro-
vide advance notice of the return. All books, ephemera, etc are graded to 
general antiquarian guidelines, with fine being our highest grade, used 
sparingly. 

Jon Glovin. 
fenrickbooks@gmail.com
646-460-3336
Fenrickbooks.com
@fenrickbooks

Ridgewood, New York




